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Abstract. We present a novel technique for applying two-level runtime
models to distributed systems. Our approach uses graph rewriting rules
to transform a high-level source model into one of many possible target
models. When either model is changed at runtime, the transformation is
incrementally updated. We describe the theory underlying our approach,
and show restrictions sufficient for a simple and efficient implementation.
We demonstrate this implementation in Fiia.Net, our model-based toolkit
for developing adaptive groupware. Developers using Fiia.Net control
components and connections through a high-level conceptual runtime
model. Meanwhile, the toolkit transparently maintains the underlying
distributed system, and propagates failures back into the conceptual
model. This approach provides high stability, and performance that is
sufficiently fast for interactive applications.

1

Introduction

Recent years have seen a proliferation of computing devices, ranging from smart
telephones and PDAs, to netbooks and tablet PCs. When connected over a network, these devices enable new styles of communication and collaboration in
mobile settings. Applications include meetings at a distance [1], tele-health [2]
and online games [3]. Such adaptive groupware is fundamentally a distributed
system which undergoes significant runtime adaptation: as users move between
tasks, roles, devices and locations; and as network conditions and connections
change. An example application might allow two software developers to brainstorm using a large shared touch-screen. They send a snapshot to a colleague’s
smartphone, who then migrates it to a laptop and joins the live collaboration.
These systems are difficult to build, because they must provide intuitive user
interfaces, while maintaining high performance through varying user demands
and partial failure.
Model-based techniques have great potential for aiding the development of
adaptive groupware. High-level conceptual models [4–7] can describe the system’s
structure, abstracting low-level issues like data sharing and caching policies,

concurrency control algorithms, and network protocols. Distribution models can
help reason about architecture trade-offs [8] or configure an implementation [9].
To address the challenges of adaptive groupware, we have developed a modelbased system which supports runtime adaptation in both conceptual and distribution models:
– The runtime system automatically refines the conceptual model into a distribution model. This mechanism supports multiple possible implementations
of each conceptual model.
– Developers specify high-level changes as runtime adaptations to the conceptual model (e.g., a user changes device, or new data is shared between users).
The runtime system propagates these adaptations through refinement to the
distribution model.
– The underlying distributed system takes its configuration from the distribution model, and reports failures as distribution adaptations (e.g., a smartphone’s battery dies, or a network becomes unavailable). Following failure,
the runtime system restores the models to a consistent state, allowing the
application to detect and manage failures via the conceptual model.
This approach requires us to maintain consistency between the two models
at runtime. Existing model transformation techniques, outlined in Sec. 2, do not
support bidirectionality, limit the flexibility of the transformation, or are too
slow for use in a running groupware system.
Underpinning our solution is a novel algorithm for maintaining bidirectional
model consistency. Using this algorithm, refinement from a conceptual model
to a distribution model is specified using unordered graph rewriting rules. Both
models are maintained at runtime. Arbitrary changes in the conceptual model
and removals from the distribution model are rapidly propagated through the
transformation. The algorithm performs adaptations incrementally, and with
minimal change to the models.
Our algorithm is possible due to restrictions in the scope of distribution
adaptations. Changes in the distribution level result from failure, so are always
reported via removals. This avoids the need to reverse-engineer new distribution
model elements, so permits extremely general rules and high performance. Our
algorithm does not otherwise depend on the behavior of distributed systems,
and is independent of our particular metamodels and rewriting rules.
We have used this algorithm in the Fiia.Net groupware development toolkit [10].
Fiia.Net has been used to develop a range of applications, distributed across
desktop PCs, smartphones, and tabletop computers. Significant examples include a game sketching tool [11] and a furniture layout application [10].
This paper is organized as follows. After reviewing related work, we describe
the framework underlying our algorithm, building from abstract examples to the
underlying theory and pseudocode. Finally, we provide a short evaluation of the
algorithm as implemented in Fiia.Net.
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Related Work

Model transformations are often applied to link two-level models of software architecture, as popularized by the OMG MDA [12] initiative. As software evolves,
designers and developers make changes to both levels. Incremental bidirectional
transformations allow these changes to be propagated through to the opposite
model [13]. Unlike our runtime approach, however, these traditional techniques
focus on static design and source code.
Most model transformations represent models as graphs. Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) [14] are a common basis for incremental bidirectional transformations (e.g. [15–17]). TGGs are difficult to apply to graphs which have dissimilar
structure [17], primarily because TGG rules map directly from source to target models without performing intermediate steps. This presents problems for
our application to distributed systems: high-level behaviors are typically built
from lower-level behaviors, and our rules naturally follow this structure using
intermediate elements and non-determinism.
Other approaches for bidirectional model transformation impose a wide variety of restrictions [18]. QVT [19] defines two user languages: QVT Relational is
similar to TGGs [20], and similarly does not support intermediate steps. QVT
Operational, meanwhile, is an imperative language that would require handcoded inverse rules to support bidirectionality. This relational versus operational
split is typical of the remaining literature.
The Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) is a notable exception. It is an
imperative model rewriting system, which has been extended to support conceptual adaptations and distribution removals [21]. The ATL-based technique is
not stable with respect to local adaptations, so would cause unnecessary reconfiguration in live interactive systems.
Without supporting bidirectionality, Hearnden at al. [22] present a technique
for incrementally updating a model transformation. Their formulation is based
on maintaining the tree of possible derivations in a logic language.
Model transformations are also used in the area of distributed systems to
specify adaptation between different configurations [23, 9]. These systems support high level specification of changes in a single-level model. We believe that
similar techniques will be useful extensions to the Fiia.Net conceptual model
API.
To the best of our knowledge, none of these systems satisfy our joint requirements of speed, generality, stability and limited bidirectionality.

3

Framework

The core of our approach is the use of two runtime models representing snapshots
of the conceptual and distribution-level configuration of the distributed interactive system. These models are related via a refinement model transformation,
while adaptations result in runtime changes to these models.
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The high-level conceptual model is exposed to applications via reflection,
events, and an editing API. Applications call into the API to specify runtime
adaptations, and use events and reflection to gauge the effects of partial failure.
The low-level distribution model describes the underlying distributed system. It is modified automatically through refinement, as a result of conceptual
adaptations. Partial failures are first reported as distribution adaptations, and
then propagated up through the refinement to the developer’s conceptual view.
Figure 1 shows the relationship between the models. A conceptual model C1
corresponds to a distribution model D1 through a sequence of transformation
steps (such as s1 , s2 ). Many different sequences of steps are possible, often leading to different distribution models. Figure 2 combines the steps into a single
transformation T1 . The transformation steps are generated by non-deterministic
application of a set of refinement rules.
At runtime, either model may be modified, as shown in Fig. 2. If a modification ∆C is applied to C1 , the resulting conceptual model C2 may not correspond
with D1 . The runtime system must find a new transformation T2 and distribution model D2 which are compatible with C2 . Likewise, if a modification ∆D is
applied to D1 , the runtime system must find T2 and a new conceptual model C2 .
The fact that updates are applied to both models excludes many transformation techniques. As we shall see in the following sections, limiting distribution
adaptations to deletion allows our algorithm to support both general rules and
fast, incremental updates. In summary, the main features of our approach are:
– Unordered graph rewriting rules are used to refine from conceptual to distribution models.
– Arbitrary changes may be applied to the conceptual model.
– Removals may be applied to the distribution model.
– Updates are applied stably, and at speeds suitable for interactive systems.
In the next sections, we expand on our algorithm and the underlying theory. We first describe how the model transformation is recorded into a trace of

g ← the graph to refine;
while any rules match g do
r ← any matching rule;
append step s to trace where:
s.consumes = edges consumed by the rule;
s.requires = edges required by the rule, but not modified;
s.produces = edges produced by the rule;
g ← g − s.consumes;
g ← g ∪ s.produces;
end

/* Delete edges */
/* Add edges */

the resulting distribution graph ← g;

Algorithm 1: refine: apply rewriting rules to a graph

steps. From there, we show how the trace and distribution are updated following
changes in the conceptual model. Finally, we expand the algorithm to deal with
removals from the distribution model.

4

Refinement and Trace

Refining the conceptual model into a distribution requires a very general refinement algorithm. Because there are multiple implementations of each conceptual
model, the refinement must deal with non-determinism. Because the refinement
involves a set of nested choices, the algorithm must permit the generation and
consumption of intermediate elements to capture each refinement stage. Furthermore, adaptation must be permitted at either level. To the best of our knowledge,
this combination is not addressed by existing techniques. Our algorithm solves
a significant subset of this problem by supporting arbitrary adaptations at the
conceptual level and removals at the distribution level. This section defines how
we perform refinements and establish a trace. This information is then used to
perform conceptual (Sect. 5) and distribution (Sect. 6) adaptations.
The relationship between conceptual and distribution models is specified via
a set of graph rewriting rules. These rules are applied in arbitrary order until
no more rules match, and their effects are recorded in a trace. This process is
outlined in Alg. 1. As in other unordered graph rewrite systems, the rules can be
very general: they need not be bidirectional, and can include non-determinism,
intermediate elements, and multiplicities.
Rather than limit the behavior of individual rules, we enact adaptations by
manipulating the trace. This section describes our formalization of the graphs,
rules and trace.
The conceptual and distribution models are stored as graphs, each represented as a set of directed edges. Edges have a source vertex, a target vertex,
and a label. Vertices are implicit, existing only as unique identifiers associated
with an edge. All modifications to a graph can therefore be expressed via the
removal and addition of edges.

Rewriting rules are represented as three sets of edges, plus subrules and
executable code for advanced features. The three sets of edges describe most of
the rule’s behavior, so are where we focus this discussion. Each set describes a
sub-graph, with the following meanings:
consumes: must exist for the rule to match, will be deleted;
requires: must exist for the rule to match, will not be modified;
produces: must not exist for the rule to match, will be added.
These sets describe both the prerequisites of a rule, and its effects when applied.
This design is similar to many others, including the well-known double-pushout
approach [24]. We now present an example of a Fiia.Net rule, and continue with
the details of the trace.
In Fiia.Net, the conceptual model specifies a component-oriented distributed
system. Components interact via explicit connectors, which express patterns of
communication. For example, a synchronization connector between two components establishes them as copies of the same shared data, while a stream connector conveys realtime data such as sound or video. There are many possible
ways to implement these connectors, expressed via a choice of refinement rules.
A much simpler connector is the call connector, which enables blocking
method calls. In Fiia.Net’s rule set, a call connector can be implemented as
a local pointer or remote procedure call (RPC). The remote procedure call can
be direct, cached, or routed via a server.
The Fiia.Net rule for rewriting a call connector into a direct RPC is sketched
in Fig. 3(a). This rule deletes a call connector (k) between two endpoints (caller
and callee) on different physical nodes (n1 and n2 ). It replaces the call connector
with a network RPC link (t to r), as shown in Fig. 3(b). Call connectors appear
in the Fiia.Net conceptual model, and are produced by many other rules. Even
the caller and callee are often the product of earlier rules.
Matching a rule against a target graph consists of finding an embedding. An
embedding is a mapping from a rule’s precondition vertices (those consumed or
required) to vertices in the target. As in other systems, the mapping must be
injective, and applying it to the rule must produce a subgraph of the target.
Vertices in the rule are either variables (e.g. k and caller), which could map to
any one of many graph vertices, or exact values (e.g. “Call Connector”).
If an embedding exists, the rule can be applied to the target graph. Rule
application consists of deleting consumed edges and adding produced edges.
Produced variables which do not appear in the embedding (e.g. t and r) are
mapped to unique new vertices.
Each trace step records the effect and dependencies of a single rule application, i.e., the sets of edges consumed, required, and produced. The trace of a
refinement is a sequence of trace steps recording all its rule applications.
A trace can sometimes be applied to graphs other than its original conceptual
model. This process is shown in Alg. 2. If the graph is missing edges consumed
or required by the trace, the apply will fail. In this case, the graph and trace
are incompatible.
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Fig. 3. Example Fiia.Net rule: Implement a synchronous call connector as an RPC
link.
t ← the trace to apply;
g ← the original graph;
for each s in t do
/* Ensure the preconditions are met.
if s.consumes 6⊆ g ∨ s.requires 6⊆ g ∨ s.produces ∩ g 6= ∅ then
raise the graph and trace are incompatible;
end
g ← g − s.consumes;
g ← g ∪ s.produces;
end

*/

/* Removed consumed edges. */
/* Add produced edges. */

the resulting graph ← g;

Algorithm 2: apply: apply a trace to a graph

We handle negative and repeated patterns as subrules. If a negative pattern matches, it prevents the containing rule from matching. Repeated patterns
match greedily, zero or more times, and contribute to steps produced from their
containing rule.
The rules are applied in an unordered fashion. When multiple rules match, or
multiple embeddings are possible, one is chosen arbitrarily3 . The transformation
continues applying rules until none match. This approach requires that the rule
set be terminating and complete: all sequences of rule applications must be finite,
and the final graph must be a distribution model.
3

A steering algorithm can be attached to the rule refinery in order to guide these nondeterministic choices based on application-specific criteria, e.g. to minimize latency
between components.
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Algorithm 3: adapt: apply a change
to a graph.

In the next sections, we build from these properties to the complete theory
of our algorithm.

5

Conceptual Adaptations

Conceptual adaptations typically represent local changes within a larger model.
Because the changes reconfigure a live system, they need to be propagated
through the refinement quickly and incrementally. Existing techniques for such
incremental updates greatly restrict the space of supported rules. Our algorithm
solves this problem for unordered rewrite rules. This section describes how we
apply conceptual adaptations to an existing refinement, using the explicit trace
defined in Sec. 4.
Conceptual adaptations are defined using the graph representation of the
conceptual model. An adaptation is a set of edges which are removed from the
graph, and a set of edges which are added. Figure 4 shows the operations used to
resolve a conceptual adaptation. From initial models C1 and D1 , corresponding
via trace T1 , and a conceptual adaptation ∆C , our algorithm proceeds as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Using ∆C , adapt C1 to C2 (Alg. 3).
Using ∆C , prune T1 to a partial refinement of C2 , producing T1− (Alg. 4).
apply T1− to C2 , producing H (Alg. 2).
refine H, producing a trace TH and model D2 (Alg. 1).
Concatenate the steps of T1− and TH , producing a new trace T2 .

The prune operation converts T1 into a trace which represents a partial
refinement of C2 . It does this by discarding steps which would not have been
generated by a refine of C2 . Determining which steps to discard depends on
the consumes, requires, and produces sets saved in each step. We now give an
example of this pruning, and then present the complete algorithm.
Consider the abstract initial state shown in Fig. 5(a). Edges ea and eb exist
in the conceptual model C1 . The first refinement step (s1 ) consumes eb and
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Fig. 5. Example conceptual adaptation ∆C = { del: ea , add: ee }.

produces ec . After the first step, the intermediate model consists of ea and ec .
The second step (s2 ) consumes both ea and ec , producing ed . After the second
step, no more rules match, so the distribution model consists of only ed .
Now suppose that we apply a conceptual adaptation ∆C that removes ea
and adds the new ee . This causes the trace to be pruned to the T1− shown in
Fig. 5(b). T1− is the same at T1 , except that steps that no longer apply in C2
have been removed. Specifically, s2 consumes ea , so must be discarded. With the
loss of s2 , ed is no longer available. As neither ec nor ee are consumed in the
trace, they appear in the intermediate model H.
Applying rewriting rules to H and concatenating the traces yields the T2
shown in Fig. 5(c). s1 remains unchanged from the initial state, but s2 has been
replaced by s3 .
The operational definition of prune is show in Alg. 4. It performs the dependency search outlined above based on the ordering of steps in the trace. Each
step is defined from a graph rewrite operation in the transformation. As a result, all edges consumed or required by a step si in T1 must appear in C1 , or be
produced by a previous step (sp where p < i). The iteration will always consider
sp before si , so can show dependency using a simple set intersection check.
For simplicity, this definition ignores negative and repeated patterns. In the
complete algorithm, these are handled during the iteration. Negative patterns are
checked against an intermediate graph when Alg. 4 considers the step compatible.
Repeated patterns may expand or contract the step if their number of matches
has changed. Both cases add to the complexity of the operation, but their use
in Fiia.Net does not significantly impact runtime speed.

t ← T1 ;
r ← edges removed by ∆C ;
/* Propagate ∆C down through the trace.
for each s in t do
if removed ∩ s.consumes 6= ∅ or removed ∩ s.requires =
6 ∅ then
/* A prerequisite is unavailable, so delete this step.
delete s from t;
removed ← removed ∪ s.produces;
end
end

*/

*/

T1− ← t;

Algorithm 4: prune: update the trace for a conceptual adaptation.

This technique allows us to quickly update an existing transformation with
arbitrary conceptual changes. The resulting trace T2 will always correspond to
a possible sequence of rule applications on C2 , and so can be used in further
adaptations. Unlike other approaches to live model transformation, our approach
maintains general graph rewriting semantics throughout.

6

Distribution Adaptations

Partial failures in distributed systems are notoriously hard to resolve. A two-level
runtime model provides a natural way of capturing this behavior: failures are
removals in the distribution model, and are propagated back to the conceptual
model. This allows the developer to work exclusively with the conceptual model,
rather than delving into implementation details to diagnose and repair problems.
Our requirement for general rewriting rules excludes existing techniques for
bidirectional adaptation. Restricting distribution adaptations to removals allows
us to apply them quickly and incrementally. We are not aware of any other
algorithm for unordered rewrite rules that offers this capability. This section
defines how we handle distribution adaptations, building on operations defined
earlier.
Like conceptual adaptations, distribution adaptations are specified as graph
edits; however, they are restricted to removals. Figure 6 shows the operations
used to resolve a distribution-level adaptation. Initial models C1 and D1 correspond via trace T1 . The distribution adaptation ∆D produces a new distribution
Di from D1 . The unrestricted rule set implies that Di might not correspond to
any conceptual model. Our algorithm resolves this conflict by removing additional distribution edges to restore consistency (∆D2 ). This whole operation is
performed as follows:
1. findSourceDelta with ∆D and T1 to generate ∆C (Alg. 5).
2. Using ∆C , adapt C1 to C2 (Alg. 3).
3. Using ∆C , prune T1 to its parts compatible with C2 , producing T1− (Alg. 4).
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Fig. 6. Steps used in performing a distribution adaptation.

4. apply T1− to C2 , producing H (Alg. 2).
5. refine H, producing a trace TH and model D2 (Alg. 1).
6. Concatenate the steps of T1− and TH , producing a new trace T2 .
The findSourceDelta operation finds conceptual removals ∆C sufficient to
cause ∆D . The derived ∆C is then applied like a normal conceptual update, following the algorithm described in Sect. 5. This conceptual update often removes
more distribution elements than ∆D , causing the additional ∆D2 .
Consider the abstract example shown in Fig. 7(a). We apply a distribution
update ∆D which removes ed . The task of findSourceDelta is then to identify
the conceptual edges which led to ed , so they can be removed. ed was produced
by s2 , which, in turn, consumes ea . As a result, ∆C will remove ea .
Applying prune with ∆C = { del: ea } produces the T1− trace shown in
Fig. 7(b). Without ea , pruning discards both s2 and s3 . This leaves only ec , no
longer consumed by s3 , to appear in the intermediate model H.
To refine H to a valid distribution model, we rely on the earlier property of
completeness. The trace T1− describes a sequence of rule applications from the
conceptual model C2 to H. In our example, ec happens to be an intermediate
element, which can not appear in the distribution model. For the completeness
property to hold, applying the refinement rules must eventually refine H into a
distribution model. In this example, s4 is sufficient, and yields the final T2 shown
in Fig. 7(c).
The operational definition of findSourceDelta is shown in Alg. 5. It performs the inference described above by walking backward through the trace. As
for prune, all edges consumed by a step must appear in C1 or be produced by a
previous step. This iteration always considers the consume before the produce,
so can accumulate the banned edges in “removed”.
This technique quickly updates an existing transformation to apply distribution removals. Our approach is particularly unique, because it does not require
bidirectional rules. Indeed, the transformation used in our Fiia.Net system is
neither bijective nor surjective, and is massively non-deterministic.
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Experience

The algorithm presented in this paper is used by our Fiia.Net toolkit. Fiia.Net
represents a distributed interactive system using a high-level conceptual model
which is visible to the application, and a low-level distribution model which
configures the actual implementation [10]. An application enacts adaptations
by modifying the conceptual model, while the underlying implementation removes any failed elements from the distribution model. Our algorithm efficiently
propagates both types of updates through the transformation. Fiia.Net’s rule
set consists of 34 graph rewrite rules, each of which is simple, but which in
combination express a rich set of possible implementations for each conceptual
model.
We have used Fiia.Net to implement several applications within our lab.
These include a shared presentation program; a multimodal furniture layout [10]
involving participants using an electronic tabletop surface, a standard PC, and
a smartphone; a textual chat application; and a collaborative game prototyping
tool [11]. These examples have shown the effectiveness of the two-level model for
groupware, and the practicality of using Fiia.Net toolkit for rapid application
development.
To evaluate the performance impact of our model transformation algorithm,
we have recorded the time it requires for various adaptations based on the Raptor
game prototyping tool [11]. Raptor allows designers to add and control in-game
entities while a tester plays. Each in-game entity is a single Fiia.Net component.
Adding, removing, and connecting entities causes Raptor to make changes in the

T ← T1 ;
∆− ← edges removed by ∆D ;
*/
/* Propagate ∆D up to the conceptual model.
for each s in reverse T do
/* Check whether this step is compatible with the change.
*/
if ∆− ∩ s.produces 6= ∅ or ∆− ∩ s.requires 6= ∅ then
delete s from T ;
/* Discard the incompatible step. */
/* Discarding this step means more edges should not exist.
∆− ← ∆− ∪ s.consumes;
end
end
∆C ← { del: ∆− ∩ ∆C } ;

*/

/* Compute the conceptual adaptation. */

Algorithm 5: findSourceDelta: find a sufficient conceptual removal for a
distribution removal

conceptual model. Similarly, partial failures will cause changes to the distribution
model.
Figure 8(a) compares the incremental algorithm, described in this paper, to
a straight-forward full refinement. In both cases, the experiment gradually introduces 1000 new entities into a game world via conceptual adaptations. All
transformation is performed in one thread, on an Acer Aspire 5110 (AMD TL50 1.6GHz with 2GB RAM, running Windows XP and Microsoft .Net 3.5). The
size of the trace and models grows linearly with the number of entities. At 1000
entities, it reaches 8022 steps, with 16054 and 19076 edges in the conceptual and
distribution graphs, respectively. Applying a full refinement after each adaptation rapidly becomes too expensive for interactive applications, peaking at nearly
4 seconds. Our incremental algorithm performs much better, remaining below
500 ms. This gap appears because prune preserves almost all of the previous
steps, so the ensuing refine requires few graph searches.
Figure 8(b) shows the same system, removing entities from the game world
via conceptual and distribution adaptations. Applying the adaptations in the
conceptual model behaves similarly to the incremental additions. The distribution adaptations are slightly different, because removing components from the
distribution model indicates their failure. To ease application recovery, Fiia.Net
preserves some information about connections to failed components. This behavior is responsible for both the slightly higher performance of, and the 10076
distribution edges remaining after the distribution case. Again, performance is
adequate for interactive use.
Our current graph rewriting engine is relatively crude. It stores all intermediate models as untyped graphs, and dynamically matches rules using recursive
search. In spite of these shortcuts, our current implementation works well with
a few thousand components and connections.
While our approach is motivated by the difficulties of developing distributed
systems, the algorithm is independent of Fiia.Net’s models and rules.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an efficient algorithm for maintaining consistency in two-level runtime models. This allows systems like Fiia.Net to maintain
all the flexibility of model-driven architecture, in a highly-adaptive and faulttolerant runtime.
Because our algorithm is built on graph rewriting and tracing, it should also
permit many optimizations and heuristics that we have not explored. We believe
that this approach will prove useful for similar two-level runtime models, whether
specialized for groupware or other fields.
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